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Abstract

+ one is a service that will make pets and
their senior owners’ companionship better. By using the home surveillance camera that users already had and machine
learning technology to create a matching
system that will match with other owners
and pets who have similar characteristics
in the community, and recommended the
appropriate design or products to the user.
Our products not only have a series of multifunction daily necessities for both pets
and their senior owners but also have a DIY
section. The users can download design
patterns, and create it at home, experience
it before actually buy our product. The
community allows users to upload their
designs for this new companionship based
on their pet’s personality and preferences.
In the future, +one will further develop the
community. By using the same technology
to record how pets being cared. Also, develop a matching system that can found
the most suitable person if the owner has
anything happened and won’t be able to
take care of the pets to make sure pets are
not abandoned.

Introduction

Introduction

We get used to the happiness that pets bring us, but
ignore the joy that pets deserve. Any emotion should
be mutual. So far, a large number of pets are being
abandoned and poorly cared. Due to the death of
owners and lack of good care, many pets are being
sent to the animal shelter. Some pets suffered from
disease or even death. Therefore, I am concerned
about how to keep pets safe. I keep thinking about
what is these little fluffy animals needs, what kind of
life can make better companionship between pets
and owners, and what kind of products will make pets
enjoy. More and more designers have designed pet
supplies and pet furniture. But most designers have
designed these products from the human perspective. As a designer, I’d like to observe animals and explore what products they like and what kind of products they want the owners to buy. Pets and owners
depend on each other, and they can’t separate from
each other, so why products should be designed only
from the perspective of owners.
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Introduction

President Truman once said in America, you can have
a dog as a good friend. His words seem like a joke,
but it turns out that pets are playing an increasingly
important role in human life. As the loyal partners of
human beings, pets are greatly conducive to the human physical and mental health. Not just as the animals, pets are the partners with independent social
functions and the supplement of the interpersonal
relationship. They make people feel happy and comfortable by stimulating the care behavior from people. In this age, it is easy for people to take pets for
granted, and we tend to think that dogs and cats are
part of our family. So we rarely ponder over these animals that live with us that are used to be wild animals
with different “characters” and their needs.

I had raised nearly ten rabbits, and most of them died
early. Only one rabbit called White grew to 2 years old.
For two years, I went home and carried her from the
balcony into the study room every day. She would eat
carrots and cabbage on the table and accompany me
when I did my homework. The next day before going
to school, I would carry her back to the balcony so she
would not run around the house and get hurt. She
accompanied me for two years. Unluckily, one day
when I came home from school, my mother told me
that White had died. It was the first time for me to experience the sadness of death. White died of eating
the chalk in the box in the balcony. I never thought
she could bite the box open to eat the chalk. At the
sight of the stiff and cold body, I cried. I carried her out
of the home, found a big tree, and buried her. Then I
went home and cried for a long time. I still remember
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Introduction

During my childhood, I was not allowed to raise cats
and dogs. In fact, I had kept many different kinds of
pets like chicken, ducks, rabbits, guinea pigs, hamsters, and even catch snails to take them home as pets
on rainy days. But I want to say sorry to these animals.
I was too young to know how to take care of them,
and they all died quickly.
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Thank you Taola

I am the only child in my family. My parents have been
busy making a living for years, and I spent most of my
childhood on my own. I don’t have particularly good
friends because I often live in different cities with my
parents and study in different schools. Every time
I have a new friend, I have to leave again, so I don’t
have intimate friends. I was too lonely at that time,
and I switch my attention to animals.
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When I, at the age of 18 years old, was about to study
in the United States, I decided to keep a dog to accompany my parents at home. After studying hard how to
take care of a dog, I brought back a golden retriever
called Taola with the meaning of tiger in Japanese. I
trained and took care of him until he was one year old,
and then I went to the US to study abroad. Now he is
ten years old and healthy. The nine years spent with
my parents contribute to my parents’ intimate relationship with him. My dad has been diagnosed with
diabetes for years since I am little. He never not fond
of exercise, but during these nine years, he took Taola
out for a walk every day. My mother is subject to mild
anxiety, but it was getting better and better because
of Taola by her side for nine years. So Taola brings
them not only happiness but also emotional support.
This year, due to the COVID-19, my parents can’t return to Beijing from America; they stay in LA for more
than four months. During this time, my father often
checks through the monitoring of the phone to make
sure Taola is doing well. My mother shed tears at the
sight of his thinner body. They are not limited to owner-pet; they are family.

Introduction

Introduction

the accident clearly after almost 20 years ago. From
that day on, I am no longer keep pets, afraid that my
inadequate knowledge would lead to any accidents.

My cat: Moana - Taro
3-year-old Ragdoll

Thank you

Thank you

My dog: Taola
9-year-old golden retriever
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Special thanks to my two best friends
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Why?

Why?

The companionship

The companionship

Why?
The companionship
What sneiors’ problems that pets can help?

Do You Look Like Your Dog?
gerrardgethings.com
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Why?

Why?

Mental Health
Bereavement
Social Isolation
Loneliness

The companionship

The companionship

Physical Health

According to the research on the data of (Canadian Longitudinal Study on Aging), it is national
research on adult development and population
aging for more than 50,000 Canadians between
the ages of 45 to 85. The research finds that
more than a third of older Canadians choose to
grow old with pets. Some of them think that living with pets can improve their life satisfaction.
Many older people deem pets as family members because the interaction with pets contributes to their companionship and health. For example, research on German and Australian finds
that people who often keep pets are the healthiest ones and see doctors less frequently than
those who do not keep pets. The researchers
have found that the good relationship between
people and animals is related to people’s lower
cardiovascular risk, lower blood pressure, and
lower cholesterol. The research also shows that
pet owners are less lonely, have a more reliable
support network, and often participate in more
community activities.
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Why?
The companionship

“We never felt alone when Bonnie was in the house.
As we aged and tended to go out less, she provided us
with loving companionship.”
Say her owners
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The companionship

Why?

Why?

Pets can bring
Emotional Support /
Physical Support to senior citizen

senior citizen need to
takecare of pets
Feeding
Walk
Clearing up
Medical
Play

The companionship

The companionship

What should we do if something
happened and break the circle?
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Stable state
Understand each other
Spend time with each other
Healthy becomes important for
owners
Companionship
Good pair
Reconnection

The companionship

The companionship

Changing the state
Healths issue for both
Fear of losing
Physical decline
Hard to take care of senior pets
Training becomes more important
Prepare for the unknown situation

Why?v

Why?

Unknown state
Fear and anxiety
Make plans
Losing support
Lose each other

Stable state
Pets are high energy
Pets need to training
Owner needs to be patience
Giving the love
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Why?
The companionship

People and pets have different life spans.
There will be stable states, and there will be
states full of changes and unknowns. How
to ensure that human and animal needs
are equal, and how to maintain value in the
relationship.

“There’s a saying. If you want someone to love you
forever, buy a dog, feed it and keep it around.”
By Dick Dale, American Musician
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Why?

Why?

Why?
Market research
How people deal with this problem
on the market now?

Touch sensors /
motion sensors /
camera / call function / SOS

Market research

Market research

Japan: Eletronic pets - Sony Aibo Robot Dog
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Why?

Why?

US and Japan:
Animal therapy / Dementia Care Program

Touch sensors / motion sensors / light / fur / roll over
camera / call function / SOS

The real connection:
Be responsible / Start taking care of herself /
having the hope again / feel the love again

Market research

Market research

US: Compaion pets

Dominic Wilcox designs contemporary
art exhibition for dogs
37
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Why?

Why?

Market research

Market research

Why?
Market research
Other designers and artists

“Contemporary art has long been an important
source of inspiration and fascination for humans,
but never before has it been created with a view
to drawing the same kind of emotions out of animals instead,”

- Said Wilcox
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TV show: Animal Cribs

By Rain Noe - December 3, 2019
housebeautiful.com

Market research

Market research

Pet Doors for People Who Live on Upper Floors:
This City Allows You to Install DIY Cat Ladders.
Designer Brigitte Schuster documents the
Swiss phenomenon of cat-based infrastructure

Why?

Why?

City Allows You to Install DIY Cat Ladders
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Why?

Why?

Interviews Pets owners (seniors)
Real stories, true emotion
Does companionship really matter?

Interview Pet Owners

Interview Pet Owners

Why?

Why?

67 years old now

Malnourished / starving
Dead 17 years old

1

Using the diaper
heart is broken ,
wait for 10 years

Anal check every year, all exams

23 Teeth all rotten

Bring her to dog day care

Maryellenʼs neighbor adopted her

Need to pee frequently

Take out the tumor and teeth

Training her to pee on the pad
if no one at home

4

2

Bring her to work

Neighborʼs cat
2.5 years old

Found her in the woods

3

1.5 years old, Healthy
Not friendly at beginning

She couldnʼt afford the rent, need to
move, couldnʼt take animal with her
5 years old now
Healthy, still get energy

Now 13 years old
Still healthy, but canʼt jump too high

Given to the shelter when she 8 years
old, too old for have more puppies

Found him in the back yard

Put her bowl on the high table

Wasnʼt fix, No tag

Running when Maryellen sleep

Put her bowl at lower table

One years old

Different personalities

Feed the pets in different heights

Now 7 years old
Healthy, still get energy

It is important to be a good match.

Put his bowl on the high table
Need to play with him

Sheʼs old, I am old, she is slow and I am slow so we make a perfect pair.
The best thing I ever did, she is extremely good.

Keep them healthy is the most important thing

If something happened to me, I will given them to friends
or organizations for elderly animals, leave a trust fund.

If something happened to my pets, I will get other senior dog from
shelter, because senior dog donʼt get adopted too much.

Interview Pet Owners

Interview Pet Owners

Put puppy pad in the bed

5

start la
te 3
0s

A adult cat but only 4.5 lb

Maryellen took her home

Owner never take care her

Why?

Maryellen

Vet canʼt tell the age

43
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White cat showed up at door

Maryellenʼs neighbor
passed away

Microchip under skin,
history recorded
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A calico cat
He was a good mouser
Go to the vet only sick or injured
Only allowed in family room

Minou

8

Beautiful orange tabby

Floyd

3
nly
to

2

7

No litter box

she loved her treats
Died of massive cancer
Died 9 years old
a big variety of kinds of food

Litter box is easy to clean,
twice a week

1/2 can of Fancy Feast Supreme

Allowed up on any surface

Don't play with him too much now

A good companion.

He likes to sit on lap

Yetta

Immunizations every year

6

3
Could read Anneʼs mind

Vets say not to give milk to cat

Hops up on lap to be patted or at night

Always went out

Love her the most

He sheds a lot
He gets more medical attention
than the other cats I had before

5

4

Ozzie
Tito

Andrew

Very healthy

Trainning say hello

get another cat if Floyd passed

Take care by Mary (Anneʼs daughter) now

Take care by Mary (Anneʼs daughter) now

A grey tabby
Very patient
Could dress him in dill clothes

Gave milk to drink

Take him for a ride in the carriage

Only allowed in family room

Venom by a skunk and died

No litter box

Died 3 years old
Only allowed in family room

Favorite toy is a sock

If I could not care for Floyd anymore, I would have one of
my granddaughters feed him every day.
And she could feed me, too!
If I could not stay in my own home, I know that Mary
would take Floyd in a heartbeat

No litter box

I am very fond of cats; they like to be cuddled and they are very smart.
Also, they are very clean.

Some people have a bedroom apart for their cats.
I think that pet is a pet and should be treated like an animal.
That's just me

Interview Pet Owners

Interview Pet Owners

Feed can food, only one flavor

1

sta
r

Didnʼt do check ups

5 years old now

60s years old now

Why?

Why?

Anne

Wanted family to have a cat

Mistreated and abused
by previous owner
/ teenage children

A small dog,
good for travels, good for
other people

both 70 years old now

Got him when he 1.5 years old

Got him 7 months old from kill shelter

3

Never liked children

1

Have tactile closeness issues
No emotional closeness issues

2

Badger

Hector

Still pretty energetic
Takes three years to calm down
Having everyday loving attention
Rarely gets left, so he's affectionate
Loves cuddles too much

Much smarter than Hector

Doesn't shed

Loved socks, can unzip laundry bag

For an emotional companionship

Loved pizza, can get the pizza by himself
Loved to escape
Got back to home from 1 hour away by car
Died of old age – 19 years old

Recedes the stress level
After he d ied, w e truly w ere so heartbroken.
We went away for several weeks and camped
out i n the mountains because w e couldn't
stand coming in t he house and not hearing
anything. Then we didn't get a dog for 7 years.

Understand the emotion and thinking
Very protective
Loyalty

Deaf and blind at the end

Good for physical excise

Covered the entire of floor with black
plastic, and put mattress on the floor

There's a whole network of people
who love to take off

Wake up Chris in the middle of the night

Separation anxiety

The day before he died, He's
barking and rhythm and in key
and everything with the gongs
more difficulty to take care
when he getting old
Loyalty

Interview Pet Owners

Interview Pet Owners

He wanted to be right next to us

9 years old now

sta
rt 3

Didnʼt have too much time with him

Super amount of energy

5
-3

Why?

Why?

Very, very intelligent
Didnʼt like to be cuddled
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Chris Turner
Rachel Maloney- Turner

When you could spend a lot of time with an animal,
it makes a very big difference. Especially dogs,
When you have a dog from the time they're a puppy and they're
never abused, it's a whole different situation.

When you're touring as a musician, it's really hard to have a dog come with
you everywhere. What it was freezing out or what is boiling out?
Have dog for an emotional companionship
that you could only get from an animal?

I started crying and everybody in the entire office
with all of their pets, everybody started crying.
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Why?

Why?

Alfred Chin

61 years old now

Medical problem

4

start o
nly
11

Died young

1

3 years old now

Control is important

She only asks for love.
That's unconditional love

Take her almost everyday

Relies on Alfred
She get a lot of attention and play
Instill of calmness to her
She has high energy

Got it from shelter

2

Died of old age
14 years old
Walking is important

3

Can't walk, can't go to the bathroom

Got it when it
was a puppy

Carried him for the walk

Died of old age

Hard to eat

13 years old

Had to put it down

Alfredʼs knees aren't good,
she trained to wait on the stairs

Knows the rules

Doesnʼt love other dogs
Had diarrhea, and other health issue
Trust issue
Took three months to calm her down
Combination of self-training and
professional training

Have 4 children - Conditional love
Have 4 dogs - Unconditional love
Communication - body language

Alfred was so sad

Many responsibilities in my own state of mind.
I'd be open to the communication and my dog.
I really need to be able to communicate and
understand exactly what their needs are.

if I couldn't take care of her later, she would
go to my daughter or my son.

Interview Pet Owners

Interview Pet Owners

Got it when it
was a puppy

Rescued her
when she 1 years old

Why?

Why?

Sad stories
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Why?

Interview Animal shelter

Interview Animal Shelter

Interview Animal Shelter
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Zel Crampton
Why?

Why?

CEO & Founder of Diggs. Pet

Interview founder of Diggs

Interview founder of Diggs

Why?
Interviews founder of Diggs
Why design products for pets?

I am dedicated to designing products that make pet
ownership even better.
I grew up with dogs. I have too much um.. moment
when I try to buy some pet products for my dog. As
a father of twins, I know all baby’s products have
high-quality standards and incorporate premium
materials. So why not pets? Design pet products that
more beautiful, convenient, comfortable, and safe
than traditional pet products. Using baby industry
quality standards, incorporates premium materials,
and ergonomic is my goal.

Experiment 1:

Why?

Why?

I prepared 5 different videos for 15 people and asked
them how they felt. Two videos about companion
pets (toy), one about therapy dogs, one about pet
dog and the elderly, and last one about dog museum

55
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How people feel about different scenarios?

Experiment 1

Experiments

Why?
Experiments
1. Companion Pet (cat)

2. Companion Pet ( Paro seal)

3. Therapy dog (Angel)

4. Patient dog with owner

5. Exhibition for dogs

57
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Result:

Answers:

Negative feelings
Missing answer

Why?

Why?

Positive feelings
uncertainty
Video 1

Experiment 1

Experiment 1

Video 2
Video 3
Video 4
Video 5

Angel
and
Patient dog

real connection
and
real companionship

Form the result, most people have positive feelings about
the Angel and Pathient dog, from the answer, it because
that is the real connection and real companionship. I don’t
think the companion pet toy has much respect for seniors.
We should treat them as adults, not as children. They need
help, but it’s not that they can’t do it themselves. They have
mature ideas.
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Experiment 2:
Makes my knees and back difficult to
move by using wood boards and bottles

Why?

Why?

How difficult will it be?

Experiment 2

Experiment 2

Using wood boards to makes
my back diffcult to move

Using bottles to makes my
knees diffcult to move

Experiment 3

Experiment 3

I took pictures of different pet
owners taking care of their pets
and marked what would make
them inconvenient or difficult
if they become seniors, and use
red to circle it.

Why?

Why?

The basic routine for taking care
of a pet

61
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Experiment 3:

62

Experiment 4:

Why?

I made a survey based on the previous experiment and asked the
seniors who bought things in Petco. Let them to circle the steps
that they think are the most diffcult or complicated, and why.

Design

Experiment 4

Most of survey respondents did not like cleaning their pets, after discuess I
found that
The most diffcult step for owners + Pets dislikes step

65
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Experiment 5:
So what do pets like?

What?

Why?

I spent a week at home watching my cat and keeping track
of the products she used and how many times she used.

Design

Sections

Among everyday objects, my cat prefers my objects than hers.
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Experiment 6:
What about other people’s cats?

What?

What?

I asked a lot of friends and took pictures.

Design

Design

Most common objects:
- Bed
- Sofa/ Chair
- Desk
- Table
- Blanket/ rugs
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Experiment 7:
Take a guess.

What?

What?

amazon.com

Since the appearance and function are similar, maybe I can design something for both human and pets.
And…these products are generally ugly.

Design

Design

I selected some pictures of products according to the sales
ranking on amazon. Some products are designed for the elderly, some for pets. I made them as game card, and I asked
12 industrial designers (students) to guess who is the target
audience by just looking at the image of producrs.Some
products make people confused and with a high probability
of guessing wrong.
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Experiment 8:
What?

What?

I pretended to be an seniors who do not need to
go to school or work for three days.

Design

Design

No work
No school
No video games
A lot of movies
A lot of social media
Getting boring, want to find something to do
Have much time to spent with my cat
Make my pet a small toy will feel relax and also exercise
my mind and hands

In the urban life, pet ownership is continue
increasing. There are multiple reasons, but
the main reason is people want to and need
to have a nice companion. Of course pets are
our last bastion of sensuality in the most time
for humans. As we take life more seriously,
having a pet has become both emotional
and aesthetic. More and more designers are
exploring “how to be a dignified master.” So
that I am interested in how to improve the
experience of companion, not only for humans but also for pets.
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What?

What?

Design

Design

Until one has loved an animal, a part of one’s soul
remains unawakened.
By Anatole France, French Poet
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How?

How?

Design Opportunity

Design Opportunity

How?

Design Opportunity

Design Opportunity

Design Opportunity

If owners forget to feed
the pet, the sensor on
the pet bowl will detected it and changing
the owner’s pan handle
color to transparent

It can turned into stool
for owners or cat tunnel
for cat.

How?

How?

The eating syetem

Objects can be
assembled to two form
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Some of my early concepts

Exercise together
The pet can run in
it while the owner
rides the bike.

Smell can calms
the pet
Using simple
structure and
owners old T-shirt
to creat the pet
bed.

Getting old together
Help the dog with limited mobility go out easily,
easy for seniors bring the
dog go outside. Saves a
lot of effort for both.
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Some of my early models

Although people at home, but often need
to write, and cat are enjoy play with people
when they are busy. With this pen, when
you do your work, when you are wiriting, it
would have a laser moving on the ground,
and the cat would play with the laser.

when you walk normally at home, your cat
playing happily and follow you.

Design Opportunity

Design Opportunity

Walking cat toy
How?

How?

Laser Pen
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jewelry + pet toy design
How?

How?

Brush teeth and play with your cat

Design Opportunity

Design Opportunity
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Laundry bed:
The idea is to create a laundry bag that can become a pet
bed so that pets can sleep on top of the owner’s cloth, having the owner’s smell.

How?

How?

Slippers that can be turned into
a rug for your pet

Design Opportunity

Design Opportunity
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What?

What?

Design

Design

Design

What?

+ one is a service that will make pets and
their senior owners’ companionship better. By using the home surveillance camera
that users already had and machine learning technology to create a matching system that will match with other owners and
pets who have similar characteristics in the
community, and recommended the appropriate design or products to the user. Our
products not only have a series of multifunction daily necessities for both pets and
their senior owners but also have a DIY section. The users can download design patterns, and create it at home, experience it
before actually buy our product. The community allows users to upload their designs
for this new companionship based on their
pet’s personality and preferences.
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What is +one?
Website link:

What?

What?

Sending to data to the
website

Recommend
to users

If user like this new companionship, then user can
buy our products
Using machine learning
technology to identify
pet’s favorite everyday
items

Match up with other
owners and pets in the
community

Future Scenario:
Better care and
new owner systems

Design

Design

Using home surveillance
camera that owners
already have

Check out the DIY designs,
download and do it yourself to experience this new
companionship
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How it works?

What?

What?

Using machine learning
technology to identify
pet’s favorite everyday
items. I made some test
in Runway.

Design

Design

Why using home surveillance camera
that owners already have?
Because a lot of people already have
cameras in their homes.
Based on the monthly sales volume of
the amazon.com(US):
Pet camera sales: $456,995
Surveillance camera sales: $4,535,034
Sold more than 84,000 pieces/ month

shutterstock.com
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What?

What?

+ one website home page

Design

Design
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Recommendation page

What?

What?

Design

Design

Support page
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What?

What?

Design

Design

DIY section
Create it
Experience it

home.tarkett.com

What?

What?

Design

Design

images from website

DIY download design page
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DIY page

The DIY section allows users
to download designs from the
website and make them out
of cardboard (users can using
the cardboard boxes from daily
shipping packages). The idea is
hoped that users can experience
this new companionship with
their time at home and recycled
materials. Also users can design and upload unique designs
based on to their own pet’ personalities and preferences.

DIY upload design page
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Some of +one cardboard designs
A stool that can serve as a cat scratch board

What?

What?

Design

Design
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What?

What?

Design

Design
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Some of +one cardboard designs
A stool that can serve as a cat scratch board

What?

What?

Design

Design
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What?

What?

Design

Design

What?

What?

A rocking chair, when rocking, treats will fall out
from the bottom of the chair.
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Some of +one cardboard designs

Design

Design

108
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What?

What?

Design

Design

What?

What?

A cat litter box that can be used as an interior
decoration
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Some of +one cardboard designs

Design

Design
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What?

What?

Design

Design
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What?

What?

Design

Design

+one products

Love it

Buy it

Product detail page
117
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What?

What?

If user like this new
companionship, then
user can buy our
products

Design

Design

Product page
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+ one products

What?

What?

This is a mirror combine with pets feed station. So when
the pet eating, the senor under the pet’s feet will know
whether it over the standard weight or not. If the pet is
overweight them the mirror for the owner will backward
bending so that the owner will see themself become fat
in the mirror. If the pet is too thin, the mirror will forward
bending so that the owner will see themself become
thin in the mirror. The idea is telling the owners to be
more aware of the changes in their pet’s weight and to
try to maintain it in the standard, rather than waiting the
weight becomes too heavy, then it will be so hard to lose
the weight by that time.
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Changeable mirror:
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The idea is to create a laundry bag that can become a pet
bed so that pets can sleep on top of the owner’s cloth
(having a layer between the pet and the dirty clothes).
The reason to this idea is I asked a lot of pets owner, and
they said that their pet likes to sleep on their cloth, their
blanket, paly with their sock, but never sleep in their
own bed, especially cat.
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Laundry bed:
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Room divider is the common object in our home, besides the separates the space in a room, more and more
room divider is used as decoration. Our room divider not
only can separate a space, as decoration, it can also become a strong scratch board for your cat.
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A scratch room divider
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This suit is a jumpsuit and boots. It will have the laser
sensors in the suit, and those laser sensors located in the
human acupuncture point. So when it lighting up, the
cat will try to play with the laser and it will become a
massage for the owner.
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Massage suit:
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This is a interactive furniture piece for both human and
pets. The chair will be fun and attractive to pets at the
same time visually aesthetic to humans.
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Together chair:
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This is speacial designed for my dad to carry when he
walks his dog (my dog too). There are objects my fater
needs and objects my dogs needs. My dad likes to use
toothpicks when he walks his dog. Also, since he has diabetes, he needs to take his medication with him at all
times. So I made a toothpick box and pillbox for him. The
treat ball and water bottle are for the dog. My dad always
has treats and water ready for his dog. Another design
reason about the treat ball is that my father is getting
older and not as fast as the dog, so instead of pulling the
dog, it is better to use the treat ball and the sound of the
chain to attract the dog come to him.
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Chatelaine
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In the future, I hope to use the same technology to
develop and build a community that can link owners
and pets, owners and owners, pets and pets. I hope to
achieve the goal of letting the owner taking better care
of pets and extending their life span. Through the community, let users help each other as much as possible, to
solve some existing problems.
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If there is a problem, the system will recommend
a medical care plan and form a medical record.
The documentation will help veterinarians better
identify problems and address them. The friend
function will help some elderly people give better
treatment and care to their pets.
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Based on the information recorded by the system,
a pet care diary is formed, indicating the problems
in the process of care and reminding users.
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The matching system can select the most suitable
candidate according to a person’s experience, age,
health condition, whether there are pets with a
similar personality, location, ranking and other information.
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There are many reasons for a pet to be abandoned.
The saddest of these is when the elderly are too ill
to care of their pets. Based on this situation, I want
to establish a pet foster care system and find the
best owners for a pet.
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“You cannot look at a sleeping cat and feel
tense.”
By Jane Pauley, American Journalist
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